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Outline

• Binary neutron stars 

• Combining many events

• EOS constraints


• Asymmetric binaries (“BH-NS”)

• Single exceptional events by example: Learning from 0814

• How well can we constrain parameters of a precessing binary?
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Context: Probing NS populations

• Many multi messenger probes of NS / BNS properties, like masses, 
spins, …

• Pulsar observations most numerous -> mass distribution
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considered using multinest nested sampling (Feroz & Hob-
son 2008; Feroz et al. 2009; Buchner et al. 2014).

5 RESULTS: THE INFERRED NEUTRON
STAR MASS DISTRIBUTION

The Bayesian evidences for the space of (truncated) Gaus-
sian mixture models are given in Table 2. The models with
two and three components are preferred by the data com-
pared to the models with one and four Gaussian compo-
nents. The single-component Gaussian is strongly disfa-
vored (with Bayes factors of 2lnK & 10) when compared
against the two and three component models, indicating
very strong evidence against n = 1. The four-component
model is also disfavored although less strongly, with Bayes
factors of 2lnK & 2 compared to the two and three com-
ponent models. Comparing the two and three component
models, the two component model is modestly preferred in
all cases, but the di↵erence in their Bayesian evidences is not
large enough to make a strong preference for either model.

In all cases n = 1, . . . , 4, the model with the maximum
NS mass as an additional free parameter is preferred. In
all cases n > 2, the models with free mmax are preferred
over those with fixed mmax with Bayes factors 2lnK > 3:
there is positive support for a sharp cut-o↵ in the NS mass
distribution at mmax < 2.9M�. This is the first major result
of this paper.

Fig. 1 shows the maximum a posteriori (MAP) mass
distributions for the four models that are most preferred
by the data; the n = 2, 3, 4 models with a sharp cut-o↵ at
mmax < 2.9M�, and the n = 2 model with the cut-o↵ fixed
out at mmax = 2.9M� for comparison. The introduction
of additional Gaussian components above n = 2 modifies
the shape of the second peak, but does not introduce an
additional independent mode, even though this would be
perfectly allowed under the model. The convergence of all
models with n > 2 to a bimodal distribution provides over-
whelming support for a bimodal NS mass distribution, with
no evidence for an additional distinct peak in the distribu-
tion or separation of the lower mass peak into two narrow
components, as suggested in Schwab et al. (2010). This is
consistent with recent literature (Valentim et al. 2011; Özel
et al. 2012; Kiziltan et al. 2013; Antoniadis et al. 2016).

Fig. 2 shows the MAP mass distribution for the n =
2 model with free mmax with 1000 independent posterior
samples plotted over the top to give a visual impression of
the uncertainties on the shape of the distribution. As the
most preferred model, we take this as our fiducial model
moving forward.

The MAP values and 68% credible regions for the pre-
ferred n = 2 component models are given in Table 3.

5.1 Constraints on mmax from the neutron star
mass distribution

As discussed above, we find evidence for a sharp cut-o↵ in
the NS mass distribution under all models considered, with
Bayes factors of 2lnK > 3 for all models n > 2 (Table 2).
The marginal posterior distribution for the maximum NS
mass under the fiducial n = 2 model is shown in Fig. 3.
The inferred posterior is peaked at mmax = 2.12M�, with

model: mmax = 2.9M� mmax < 2.9M�

n = 1 components -35.0 -34.8
n = 2 components -25.8 -22.7
n = 3 components -27.3 -23.9
n = 4 components -30.4 -25.9

Table 2. Log Bayesian evidences 2ln(Z) for the set truncated
Gaussian mixture models considered for the NS mass distribution,
covering n = 1 . . . 4 Gaussian components, each with either fixed
mmax = 2.9M� or keeping mmax < 2.9M� as an additional free
parameter. The four preferred models are highlighted in boldface.
We perform model selection by comparing 2lnKAB = 2lnZA �
2lnZB to the scale of Kass & Raftery (1995) (see §4.2).

Figure 1. Comparison of maximum a posteriori (MAP) NS mass
distributions under di↵erent model assumptions: n = 2 Gaussian
components with mmax < 2.9M� (preferred model; blue-solid),
n = 2 Gaussian components with mmax = 2.9M� (red-dashed),
n = 3 Gaussian components withmmax < 2.9M� (green-dashed),
n = 4 Gaussian components with mmax < 2.9M� (orange-
dashed).

Figure 2. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) NS mass distribution
(red) with 1000 independent posterior samples to give a visual
guide for the uncertainties, under the considered model that is
most preferred by the data; the n = 2 component Gaussian mix-
ture with a sharp cut-o↵ mmax < 2.9M�.
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How our measurements correlate mass/spin/tides

• Prior knowledge about NS spins strongly impacts interpretation of 
NS masses (and thereby tidal constraints)
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and 0.012 (90% credibility interval) when marginalized over
mass and equation of state (EoS) uncertainties (see
Appendix F.3 for details). The fastest-spinning Galactic-!eld
BNS, which contains the 17 ms pulsar J1946+2052 (Stovall
et al. 2018), has Deff in the range [0.012, 0.018] assuming
aligned spin for the pulsar and negligible spin for its
companion, similar to the double pulsar.
For the results reported herein we used the LALINFERENCE

library’s nested sampling algorithm and validated results using
the LALINFERENCE Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling
algorithm and the BILBY (Ashton et al. 2019) library with the
DYNESTY (Speagle 2019) nested sampling algorithm. When
comparing the high-spin prior results using the different
algorithms, we see 13% differences in the median parameter
values and the credible intervals are consistent and reprodu-
cible. Meanwhile, the runs using the low-spin priors show no
such differences.
We show the posteriors for a wider range of source

parameters in Appendix C.

4.1. Neutron Star Matter

Because of its large mass, the discovery of GW190425 suggests
that gravitational-wave analyses can access densities several times
above nuclear saturation (see, e.g., Figure 4 in Douchin &
Haensel 2001) and probe possible phase transitions inside the core
of a neutron star (NS) (Oertel et al. 2017; Essick et al. 2019; Tews
et al. 2019). However, binaries comprised of more massive stars
are described, for a !xed EoS, by smaller values of the leading-
order tidal contribution to the gravitational-wave phasing -̃
(Flanagan & Hinderer 2008). These are intrinsically more dif!cult
to measure. For GW190425, this is exacerbated by the fairly low
S/N of the event compared to GW170817. Overall, we !nd that
constraints on tides, radius, possible p–g instabilities (Venumadhav
et al. 2013; Weinberg et al. 2013; Weinberg 2016; Zhou &
Zhang 2017), and the EoS from GW190425 are consistent with
those obtained from GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017b, 2019e).
However, GW190425!is less constraining of NS properties,
limiting the radius to only below 15 km, -̃ to below 1100 and
only ruling out phenomenological p–g amplitudes above 1.3 times
the 90% upper limit obtained from GW170817 at the same
con!dence level. The p–g constraints were obtained with a
different high-spin prior than the rest of the results (see
Appendix F.5) but the difference does not signi!cantly change
our conclusions. Spin priors can affect the inference of tidal and
EoS parameters, and we note that the low-spin results are generally
more constrained. Following Agathos et al. (2020), we estimate the
probability of the binary promptly collapsing into a black hole
(BH) after merger to be 96%, with the low-spin prior, or 97%!with
the high-spin prior. Repeating the analyses of Chatziioannou et al.
(2017) and Abbott et al. (2019d), we !nd no evidence of a
postmerger signal in the 1 s of data surrounding the time of
coalescence. We obtain 90% credible upper limits on the strain
amplitude spectral density and the energy spectral density of

q � �1.1 10 Hz22 1 2 and �M c0.11 Hz2 1
: , respectively, for a

frequency of 2.5 kHz. Similar to GW170817, this upper limit is
higher than any expected post-merger emission from the binary
(Abbott et al. 2019d). More details on all calculations and
additional analyses are provided in Appendix F.7.

Figure 3. Posterior distribution of the component masses m1 and m2 in the
source frame for the low-spin (D � 0.05; orange) and high-spin (D � 0.89;
blue) analyses. Vertical lines in the one-dimensional plots enclose 90% of the
probability and correspond to the ranges given in Table 1. The one-dimensional
distributions have been normalized to have equal maxima. A dashed line marks
the equal-mass bound in the two-dimensional plot.

Figure 4. Joint posterior distribution of Deff and q for the low-spin (D � 0.05;
orange) and high-spin (D � 0.89; blue) prior. Vertical lines enclose the 90%
credible interval for Deff and horizontal lines mark the 90% lower limits for q.
The one-dimensional distributions have been normalized to have equal
maxima. For comparison, the effective spins are shown for two Galactic
BNS systems, PSR J1946+2052 (green) and PSR J0737!3039A/B (red), if
extrapolated to their mergers. For PSR J1946+2052, it is assumed that the
primary spin is perpendicular to the orbital plane and that the unmeasured
secondary spin is negligible. Uncertainties in the pulsar q and Deff values,
calculated by marginalizing over mass and equation of state information, are
smaller than the markers except for the mass ratio of PSR J1946+2052, which
is shown with an error bar.
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Synthetic GW survey of NS-NS mergers

• What happens if we combine all information, mass/spin/tides?

• We correctly recover the mass distribution

5

Synthetic observed systems Recovery of injected population

Wysocki et al, arxiv:2001.01747 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01747


Synthetic GW survey of NS-NS mergers

• What happens if we combine all information, mass and spin?

• & spin, and identify multiple populations
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Synthetic observed systems Recovery of injected population
Wysocki et al, arxiv:2001.01747 
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Nuclear equation of state

• (Chirp) mass (one data point  = consistent with galactic)

• (Aligned part of) spin small, consistent with galactic

• Tides and the nuclear EOS
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Nuclear equation of state

• (Chirp) mass (one data point  = consistent with galactic)

• (Aligned part of) spin small, consistent with galactic

• Tides and the nuclear EOS
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Context: Probing NS matter properties

• NS size & maximum mass set by the nuclear EOS


• Other observations probe nature of NS matter (e.g., size/tides)
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Figure 4. Same as in Figure 3 but for the CS model. Again we conclude that constraints from GW170817 point to softer EOS
with lower radii, but the results from NICER point to sti↵er EOS with higher radii. The final posterior distribution, conditional
on the three di↵erent measurements combined, is then very similar to the distribution with only information from the 2.14 M�
pulsar included.

(3) reads

p(✓ |d,M) / p(✓ | M) p(M,R |dNICER)

⇥ p(⇤1,⇤2, q |dGW)

⇥ p(M |dradio).

(4)

We compare the e↵ect of a cuto↵ in the prior with
the implementation of the new likelihood function for
the PP model in the left panel of Figure 2. The
solid lines indicating the 95% credible region show that
the prior distribution between the two methods is very
similar, although the likelihood implementation of the
2.14 M� pulsar is slightly more constraining at lower
radii due to the higher mass. In the right panel of Fig-
ure 2 we compare the prior distributions for the two
parameterizations used in this Letter with the prior dis-
tribution of the spectral parameterization used in Ab-
bott et al. (2018). The spectral parameterization allows

pulsar mass distribution. We believe however that the e↵ect on

the posterior distributions of the EOS parameters is small enough

to justify this approximation.

for much larger radii than we consider here, due to using
only a crust EOS without implementing nuclear physics
constraints around nuclear saturation density. This is
taken into account in this work (see also Hebeler et al.
2013) by adopting the EOS band based on chiral EFT up
1.1n0. The exact breakdown density of chiral EFT is not
fully known, but many calculated and also predicted nu-
clear properties are consistent with experiment (Hebeler
et al. 2015), including the symmetry energy and other
matter properties at saturation density, suggesting that
the range of possible EOS predicted by chiral EFT is
valid up to around nuclear saturation density (see also
Section 4.2 of Raaijmakers et al. 2019).

2.4. Generalization to large number of stars

The separation of the likelihood function based on dif-
ferent observables in Equation (4) is a useful way of
analysing multiple sources at the same time. In the fu-
ture however when a population of neutron star observ-
ables is available this can quickly become computation-
ally intractable—depending on the sampling algorithm
applied—as the parameter vector ✓ grows linearly with

Raaijmakers et al 2019 [see also Riley et al 2019,Miller et al 2019, … ] 
[talks earlier in this session, and Steiner et al in session J]



Synthetic GW survey of NS-NS mergers

• What happens if we combine all information, mass and spin?

• and the nuclear EOS
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How important is joint mass/spin/EOS inference?

• Consider several small surveys of 1, 5, 10, … BNS mergers

• Using a mass/spin model that is compatible with the data, 

recover EOS

11



How important is joint mass/spin/EOS inference?

• Consider several small surveys of 1, 5, 10, … BNS mergers

• Using a mass/spin model that is oversimplified, we introduce 

biases in the recovered EOS
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Neutron stars: Conclusions

• Joint inference critical

• Nature & our measurements correlate interesting questions [e.g., 

mass/spin/tide degeneracy]

• Do better at every challenge using maximal information … and 

can misinterpret if you don’t fit all properties together

• Going forward: helps with ambiguous events (GW190425z)


• Joint inference practical

• Likelihood-based helps overcome computational hurdles, without 

reinventing GW inference or using high-d KDEs

• Public codes and data products (e.g. RIFT GW likelihood)
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Asymmetric binaries: Exceptional event as example

• Asymmetric binaries: much tighter constraints

14

unequal mass ratio q!=! �
�0.112 0.009

0.008, with individual source
masses m1!=! �

�23.2 1.0
1.1 Me!and m2!=! �

�2.59 0.09
0.08 Me, as shown in

Figure 3. A summary of the inferred source properties is given
in Table 1. We assume a standard !at !CDM cosmology with
Hubble constant H0!=!67.9 km s!1 Mpc!1 (Ade et al. 2016).

We report detailed results obtained from the two precessing
BBH signal models including subdominant multipole
moments: Phenom PHM and EOBNR PHM. In order to
compare the template models, we compute their Bayes factor
( �log10 ). We "nd no signi"cant evidence that one waveform
family is preferred over the other as the Bayes factor between
Phenom PHM and EOBNR PHM is ��log 1.010 . As a result,
we combine the posterior samples with equal weight, in effect
marginalizing over a discrete set of signal models with a
uniform probability. This is shown in the last column of
Table 1, and we refer to these values throughout the paper
unless stated otherwise.

We "nd that the secondary mass lies in the range of
2.50–2.67Me. This inferred secondary mass exceeds the bounds
of the primary component in GW190425!(1.61–2.52Me; Abbott
et al. 2020a) and the most massive known pulsar in the Galaxy:

:�
� M2.14 0.09

0.10 at 68.3% credible interval (Cromartie et al. 2019).
Furthermore, the secondary is more massive than bounds on the
maximum NS mass from studies of the remnant of GW170817,
and from theoretical!(Abbott et al. 2018) and observational
estimates!(Farr & Chatziioannou 2020). The inferred secondary
mass is comparable to the putative BH remnant mass of
GW170817!(Abbott et al. 2019b).

The primary object is identi"ed as a BH based on its measured
mass of �

�23.2 1.0
1.1 Me. Due to accurately observing the frequency

evolution over a long inspiral, the chirp mass is well constrained
to �

�6.09 0.06
0.06 Me. The inferred mass ratio q!=! �

�0.112 0.009
0.008!makes

GW190814!only the second gravitational-wave observation with
a signi"cantly unequal mass ratio!(Abbott et al. 2019a, 2020d).
Given that this system is in a region of the parameter space

that has not been explored via gravitational-wave emission
previously, we test possible waveform systematics by compar-
ing the Phenom and EOB waveform families. Differences in
the inferred secondary mass are shown in Figure 4. The results
indicate that the inferred secondary mass is robust to possible
waveform systematics, with good agreement between the
Phenom PHM and EOBNR PHM signal models. Signal
models that exclude higher multipoles or precession do not
constrain the secondary mass as well.
The time delay of a signal across a network of gravitational

wave detectors, together with the relative amplitude and phase
at each detector, allows us to measure the location of the GW
source on the sky!(Abbott et al. 2020b). We localize
GW190814!s source to within 18.5 deg2 at 90% probability,
as shown in Figure 2. This is comparable to the localization of
GW170817!(Abbott et al. 2017a, 2019a).
Spins are a fundamental property of BHs. Their magnitude

and orientation carry information regarding the evolution
history of the binary. The effective inspiral spin parameter
!eff (Damour 2001; Racine 2008; Santamaría et al. 2010; Ajith
et al. 2011) contains information about the spin components
that are perpendicular to the orbital plane. We infer that !eff!=
� �

�0.002 0.061
0.060. The tight constraints are consistent with being

able to measure the phase evolution from the long inspiral.
Orbital precession occurs when there is a signi"cant spin

component in the orbital plane of the binary!(Apostolatos et al.
1994). We parameterize precession by the effective precession
spin parameter 0!!!!p!!!1 (Schmidt et al. 2015). This effect
is dif"cult to measure for face-on and face-off systems
(Apostolatos et al. 1994; Buonanno et al. 2003; Vitale et al.
2014, 2017; Fairhurst et al. 2019a, 2019b). GW190814!con-
strains the inclination of the binary to be "!=! �

�0.8 0.2
0.3 rad. Since

the system is neither face-on nor face-off, we are able to put
strong constraints on the precession of the system: !p!=

�
�0.04 0.03

0.04. This is both the strongest constraint on the amount of
precession for any gravitational-wave detection to date, and the
"rst gravitational-wave measurement that conclusively mea-
sures near-zero precession!(Abbott et al. 2019a, 2020a, 2020d).
By computing the Bayes factor between a precessing and

nonprecessing signal model ( _�log 0.510 in favor of preces-
sion), we "nd inconclusive evidence for in-plane spin. This is
consistent with the inferred power from precession S/N "p
(Fairhurst et al. 2019a, 2019b), whose recovered distribution
resembles that expected in the absence of any precession in the
signal; see Figure 5. The "p calculation assumes a signal
dominated by the !!=!2 mode; however, we have veri"ed that
the contribution of higher harmonics to the measurement of
spin precession is subdominant by a factor of 5. The data are
therefore consistent with the signal from a nonprecessing
system.
Figure 4 shows that signal models including spin-precession

effects give tighter constraints on the secondary mass compared
to their nonprecessing equivalents. Signal models that include
spin-precession effects can constrain !p, whereas nonpreces-
sing signal models cannot provide information on in-plane spin

Figure 3. Posterior distribution of the primary and secondary source masses for
two waveform models that include precession and subdominant multipole
moments. The posterior distribution resulting from combining their samples is
also shown. Each contour, as well as the colored horizontal and vertical lines,
shows the 90% credible intervals. The right panel compares m2 to predictions
for the maximum NS mass, Mmax (see Section 6). The posterior distribution for
Mmax from the spectral equation of state analysis of GW170817!(Abbott
et al. 2018) is shown in orange, and the empirical Mmax distribution from the
population model of Farr & Chatziioannou (2020) is shown in green. The gray
dashed line and shading represent the measured mass of the heaviest pulsar in
the Galaxy!(median and 68% con"dence interval; Cromartie et al. 2019). The
solid gray band at 2.3Me is the upper bound on Mmax from studies of
GW170817!s merger remnant.
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4.2. Evidence for Higher-order Multipoles

The relative importance of a subdominant multipole moment
increases with mass ratio. Each subdominant multipole moment
has a different angular dependence on the emission direction.
With signi!cant evidence for multipoles other than the
dominant (!, m)!=!(2, 2) quadrupole, we gain an independent
measurement of the inclination of the source. This allows for
the distance-inclination degeneracy to be broken!(Cutler &
Flanagan 1994; Abbott et al. 2016f; Kalaghatgi et al. 2020;
Usman et al. 2019). Measuring higher-order multipoles there-
fore gives more precise measurements of source parameters
(van den Broeck & Sengupta 2007a, 2007b; Kidder 2008;
Blanchet et al. 2008; Mishra et al. 2016; Kumar et al. 2019).

GW190412 was the !rst event where there was signi!cant
evidence for higher-order multipoles!(Kumar et al. 2019; Payne
et al. 2019; Abbott et al. 2020d). GW190814 exhibits stronger
evidence for higher-order multipoles, with ��log 9.610 in
favor of a higher-multipole versus!a pure quadrupole model.
The (!, m)!=!(3, 3) is the strongest subdominant multipole,
with ��log 9.110 in favor of a signal model including both the
(!, m)!=!(2, 2) and (3, 3) multipole moments. GW190814!s
stronger evidence for higher multipoles is expected given its
more asymmetric masses and the larger network S/N.

The orthogonal optimal S/N of a subdominant multipole is
calculated by decomposing each multipole into components
parallel and perpendicular to the dominant harmonic!(Abbott
et al. 2020d; Mills & Fairhurst 2020). We infer that the
orthogonal optimal S/N of the (!, m)!=!(3, 3) multipole
is! �

�6.6 1.4
1.3, as shown in Figure 5. This is the strongest evidence

for measuring a subdominant multipole to date!(Kumar et al.
2019; Payne et al. 2019; Abbott et al. 2020d).

Finally, we perform two complementary analyses involving
time–frequency tracks in the data to provide further evidence
for the presence of higher multipoles in the signal. In the !rst

approach!(also outlined in Abbott et al. 2020d, Section 4) we
predict the time–frequency track of the dominant (2, 2)
multipole in the LIGO Livingston detector (as seen in
Figure 1, middle panel) from an EOBNR HM parameter
estimation analysis. This analysis collects energies along a
time–frequency track that is !!!!f22(t), the (2, 2) multipole’s
instantaneous frequency, where ! is a dimensionless para-
meter!(Roy et al. 2019b; Abbott et al. 2020d). We !nd
prominent peaks in Y(!), the energy in the pixels along the !-th
track de!ned in Abbott et al. (2020d), at !!=!1 and 1.5, as can
be seen from the on-source curve in the top panel of Figure 7.
These peaks correspond to the m!=!2 and m!=!3 multipole
predictions in the data containing the signal (on-source data).
We also compute a detection statistic "!(Roy et al. 2019b) of
10.09 for the presence of the m!=!3 multipole with a p-value of
<2.5!!!10!4, compared to a background distribution estimated
over 18 hr of data adjacent to the event (off-source data), where
the largest background " is 7.59. The signi!cant difference
between on- and off-source values provides much stronger
evidence for the presence of higher multipoles than what is
reported for GW190412!(Abbott et al. 2020d).
The second analysis uses waveform-agnostic methods to

reconstruct the signal. It then compares the observed coherent
signal energy in the LIGO Hanford–LIGO Livingston–Virgo
network of detectors, as identi!ed by the cWB detection
pipeline!(Klimenko et al. 2016), with the predictions of a
waveform model without higher multipoles!(EOBNR; Prodi
et al. 2020) to investigate if the description of the underlying
signal is incomplete if we do not include contributions from the
m!=!3 multipole in our waveform model. We compute a test
statistic, the squared sum of the coherent residuals estimated over

Figure 6. Two-dimensional posterior probability for the tilt-angle and spin-
magnitude for the primary object (left) and secondary object (right) based on
the combined samples. The tilt angles are 0° for spins aligned and 180° for
spins antialigned with the orbital angular momentum. The tiles are constructed
linearly in spin magnitude and the cosine of the tilt angles such that each tile
contains identical prior probability. The color indicates the posterior probability
per pixel. The probabilities are marginalized over the azimuthal angles.

Figure 7. Top panel: variation of Y(!), i.e., the energy in the pixels along the
!-th track de!ned by f!(t)!=!!f22(t), using the modeled approach. The peaks at
!!=!1 and 1.5 indicate the energies in the m!=!2 and m!=!3 multipoles,
respectively. The gray band indicates the 68% con!dence interval on the off-
source measurements of Y(!). Bottom panel: the variation of p-value of the on-
source results, as a function of !, using the waveform-agnostic approach. The
dip at !!=!1.5 is strong evidence of the presence of the m!=!3 mode in the
underlying signal. The red dashed line in both panels corresponds to general
relativity’s prediction of !!=!1.5 for the m!=!3 mode.
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Why can we learn so much?

• NS in asymmetric binaries: much tighter constraints

• Precession (and higher modes) can break degeneracies

15

12d MCMC vs 7d Fisher 
ROS et al 2014 (PRD 89 102005)
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Approximate precessing kinematics

• Example: one spin


       


• Extend known single-spin precession solutions                              [Apostolatos et al 1994]


•             : set by |L| and (conserved) L.S


•             : precession phase


  : analytic approximations exist
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dL̂
dt
� J
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3m2
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� L̂

|J| = |L + S|
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=
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dt

dv
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�(v)

�

� L

J
�tX = �X �X, X = L,S1,S2

Apostolatos et al 1994; Lundgren and ROS 2013



Sample precessing geometry: BH-NS
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FIG. 7: Source geometry: Angular momenta (C): This figure demontrates (1) that the individual angular momenta to
be well-constrained to two discrete regions; (2) higher harmonics allow us to distinguish between the two alternatives; and (3)
that the precession cone is well-determined, at the accuracy level expected from the number of precession cycles. As in Figure
4, colors indicate di�erent noise realizations; solid and dotted lines indicate the neglect or use of higher harmonics; the green
point shows the expected solution; and the solid blue path shows the trajectory of L and S over one precession cycle. Top
panels:Projection of the orbital angular momentum direction (L̂; top left panel); spin angular momentum direction (Ŝ; center
panel); and total angular momentum direction Ĵ into the plane of the sky (top right). Bottom left panel : The precession angle
�JL of L around J . For comparison, the green points show the simulated values; when present, the solid blue path shows
variables covered in one precession cycle. Roughly speaking, the precession phase can be measured with relative accuracy of a
few times ⌅�1: tens of percent. Bottom right panel : Illustration that both the opening angle ⇥ of the precession cone and the
angle ⇤JN between the line of sight and Ĵ can be measured accurately, with relative error � 1/NP ⌅ significantly smaller than
the relative error in the precession phase �JL. ROS: Fix plots, they are not showing the right base points

quasicircular (or even orbit-averaged) EOMs is not prop-
agated back in...and with precession, di�erences can be
significant. Physical intuition and experience with NR
suggests the orbit-averaged equations are more physi-
cal...but detailed studies are needed.

* Demonstrate geometrical parameters can be mea-
sured and their measurements understood. Believe
these symmetry-breaking features are leading-order ef-
fects, less-susceptible to systematic error than fine issues
in the GW phase

** particularly opening angle of precession cone, which
can be constrained with extremely high precision in a rel-
atively model-neutral way. Should be INDEPENDENT
of PN order (confirm!) – systematics are interpreta-
tion/ID of �(f)?

** that reference angle along precession cone does not
shift best-fit values for masses, or shape of distribution
(intuitively obvious) – but beware case B

** that except in very well-chosen coordinates, the con-
fidence regions are not ellipsoidal, so a naive Fisher ma-
trix approach is poorly-suited to the problem

* demonstrate that higher harmonics add some relative
value here – not small things, either

** this is despite the fact that we have lots of small
eigenvalues, so higher harmonics have greater leverage to
change the small measurements a lot

** main e�ect is GLOBAL, to eliminate degenerate
peaks, usually in orientation

** but this can influence the intrinsic parameters, de-
pending on the precise orientation of the precession phase
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Simple approximate (intrinsic) Fisher matrix 

• Good:

• Easy to calculate


• Similar to nonprecessing 
(weighted average)


• Intuition about separating 
parameters


• “Bad”

• Ansatz / approximation


• At best, retains all degeneracies 
of full problem (phases, …)
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Precession-induced modulation
• Chirp rate, precession rate set limits


• More cycles -> more accuracy


• Precession enables measurements


• Spin-orbit misalignment


• Mass ratio                       better                 
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7

of the number of orbital or precession cycles.2

B. Geometry

As expected analytically and demonstrated by Figure
5, precession-induced modulations encode the orientation
of the various angular momenta relative to the line of
sight. For our loud fiducial signal, the individual spin
components can be well-constrained. Equivalently, be-
cause our fiducial source performs many precession cycles
about a wide precession cone and because that source is
viewed along a generic line of sight, we can tightly con-
strain the precession cone’s geometry: its opening angle;
its orientation relative to the line of sight; and even the
precise precession phase, measured either by cos ⇤ or �JL.
The e�ective Fisher matrix provides a reliable estimate
of how well these parameters can be measured; see Table
IV and Figure 5.

C. Comparison to and interpretation of analytic
predictions

COOKL presented an e�ective Fisher matrix for
two fiducial precessing binaries, adopting a specific
post-Newtonian model to evolve the orbit. Following
OFOCKL, we adopt a refined post-Newtonian model,
including higher-order spin terms. In the Supplemen-
tary Material, available online, we provide a revised e�ec-
tive Fisher matrix, including the contribution from these
terms. Table V summarizes key features of this seven-
dimensional e�ective Fisher matrix for case A. As noted
above, the two-dimensional marginalized predictions are
in good qualitative agreement. The one-dimensional
marginalized predictions agree surprisingly well with our
simulations [Table IV]. Since the ingredients of the e�ec-
tive Fisher matrix are fully under our analytic control,
we can directly assess what factors drive measurement
accuracy in each parameter.

First and foremost, as in COOKL, this e�ective Fisher
matrix has a hierarchy of scales and eigenvalues, with
decreasing measurement error: Mc, ⇥, a, . . .. Unlike non-
precessing binaries, this hierarchy does not clearly split
between well-constrained intrinsic parameters (Mc, ⇥, a)
and poorly-constrained geometric parameters (every-
thing else); for example, as seen in Table V, the eigen-
values of the Fisher matrix span a continuous range of
scales.

The scales in the Fisher matrix are intimately tied to
timescales and angular scales in the outgoing signal. The

2 With relatively few precession cycles in our study, the discrep-
ancy between these two measurement accuracies is fairly small.
However, when advanced instruments with longer waveforms can
probe more precession cycles, we expect this simple argument
will explain dominant correlations.
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FIG. 4: Estimating astrophysical parameters (C): For
our fiducial binary C, the solid and dotted lines show an
estimated 90% confidence interval with and without higher
harmonics, respectively; colors indicate di⇥erent noise real-
izations; and the (nearly indistinguishable) thick solid and
dashed lines shows an approximate e⇥ective Fisher matrix re-
sult, with and without higher harmonics, not accounting for
the constraint imposed by ⇤1 < 1. Results for case A are
qualitatively and quantitatively similar. The di⇥erent panels
show di⇥erent two-dimensional projections of the astrophys-
ically relevant parameters of a merging BH-NS binary: the
binary mass mass ratio, black hole spin, and degree of spin-
orbit misalignment ⇥ ⇥ L̂ · Ŝ1. Top,center panels: The masses
and spin magnitude of the binary can be measured very re-
liably, consistent with a single gaussian distribution in four
dimensions. The analytic predictions produced by an e⇥ec-
tive Fisher matrix agree qualitatively but not quantitatively
with our simulations. Bottom panel : To guide the eye, the
posterior versus ⇤1 and L̂ · Ŝ1 is compared with contours of
constant � = cos�1 0.65, 0.7, 0.75 (precession cone opening
angle; dotted black) and �p [Eq. (15)] (precession rate; solid
black). The precession rate is relatively well constrained by
the presence of several (⇤ 7) precession cycles available in
data, while the geometry is relatively poorly constrained, rel-
ative to the whole ⇤1 vs L̂ · Ŝ1 plane.
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FIG. 4: Estimating astrophysical parameters (C): For
our fiducial binary C, the solid and dotted lines show an
estimated 90% confidence interval with and without higher
harmonics, respectively; colors indicate di⇥erent noise real-
izations; and the (nearly indistinguishable) thick solid and
dashed lines shows an approximate e⇥ective Fisher matrix re-
sult, with and without higher harmonics, not accounting for
the constraint imposed by ⇤1 < 1. Results for case A are
qualitatively and quantitatively similar. The di⇥erent panels
show di⇥erent two-dimensional projections of the astrophys-
ically relevant parameters of a merging BH-NS binary: the
binary mass mass ratio, black hole spin, and degree of spin-
orbit misalignment ⇥ ⇥ L̂ · Ŝ1. Top,center panels: The masses
and spin magnitude of the binary can be measured very re-
liably, consistent with a single gaussian distribution in four
dimensions. The analytic predictions produced by an e⇥ec-
tive Fisher matrix agree qualitatively but not quantitatively
with our simulations. Bottom panel : To guide the eye, the
posterior versus ⇤1 and L̂ · Ŝ1 is compared with contours of
constant � = cos�1 0.65, 0.7, 0.75 (precession cone opening
angle; dotted black) and �p [Eq. (15)] (precession rate; solid
black). The precession rate is relatively well constrained by
the presence of several (⇤ 7) precession cycles available in
data, while the geometry is relatively poorly constrained, rel-
ative to the whole ⇤1 vs L̂ · Ŝ1 plane.
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Simple approximate (intrinsic) Fisher matrix 

• Good:

• Easy to calculate


• Similar to nonprecessing 
(weighted average)


• Intuition about separating 
parameters


• “Bad”

• Ansatz / approximation


• At best, retains all degeneracies 
of full problem (phases, …)
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Advertisement: inference code for multiple events

• Do you want to use GW observations for EOS constraints and/or 
population inference? But…

• Don’t want to reinvent GW inference or keep up with the latest 

GW waveform models yourself?

• Worried about introducing approximations (KDEs, fixed chirp 

masses, …) to make your calculation tractable?

• Don’t want to invent your own population inference code to 

combine many events?

• PopModels & RIFT do this all for you!


• Extensively used in prior work (e.g., O1/O2 BBH by LVC)

• This project: proof of concept for fast, easy multi-population work


• Code associated with this project ported to main repo soon!

21

https://git.ligo.org/daniel.wysocki/bayesian-parametric-population-models

https://git.ligo.org/daniel.wysocki/bayesian-parametric-population-models


Combine everything

• Joint distribution: mass, mass ratio, spin, tides

• Needed/valuable due to correlated measurement uncertainties

22

Wysocki, ROS et al in prep
Wysocki, ROS et al 2018

Neutron star mass and aligned spin model

ppmq “ N pm;µ,�q pp�zq “ Bp�z;↵,�q

D. Wysocki (RIT) CBC population rates, masses, spins APS April 2018 – K17.00003 11 / 25



Combine everything

• Joint distribution: mass, mass ratio, spin, tides

• Needed/valuable due to correlated measurement uncertainties
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Wysocki, ROS et al in prep
Wysocki, ROS et al 2018

Neutron star mass and aligned spin model

ppmq “ N pm;µ,�q pp�zq “ Bp�z;↵,�q

D. Wysocki (RIT) CBC population rates, masses, spins APS April 2018 – K17.00003 11 / 25



…and some BNS astrophysics too

• O3: Expect O(1) event has measurable/nonzero spin

• Some galactic merging binary NS have roughly 


• BNS mass/spin distribution has lots of value itself!

• constrain NS spin down models [Zhu et al 1711.09226] 


• SN physics (natal spins/masses) …       and impacts ejecta for BNS mergers
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�e↵ ' 0.01

4

FIG. 1. Probability density distribution of �e↵ expected for
a population of BNS inspiral events for four di↵erent models
(Table II), as compared to the low-spin prior usually used in
gravitational-wave data analysis. The vertical shaded region
indicates a plausible range expected for Galactic BNS systems
extrapolated at merger (Table I).

distribution is constructed using observations of known
Galactic BNS systems (see Appendix B for details). We

generate Monte-Carlo samples using ⇡(~⇠0) and follow the
same procedure as described in Sec. II A to obtain the
distribution of �e↵ at merger.

We construct four fiducial models, labeled as Stan-

dard, Iso Spin, B Decay, and Diff EOS. Each model
corresponds to a di↵erent vector of hyperparameters ~⌅
as detailed in Table II.

Our standard model adopts the AP4 EOS and as-
sumes a) the spin axis of the recycled NS is aligned with
the total binary orbital angular momentum and b) the
magnetic field decay time is long compared to the age of
the Universe (i.e., no magnetic field decay).

The Iso Spin model is identical to the Standard

model except we assume that cos ✓1 is drawn from a uni-
form distribution. To be clear, we think that it is likely
that cos ✓1 ⇡ 1 for the vast majority of BNS. We put
forward the Iso Spin model as a means of falsifying this
plausible assumption.

The B Decay model is identical to Standard, except
that we assume an exponentially decaying magnetic field
with a decay timescale ⌧B = 170Myr. The Diff EOS

model is identical to Standard, except that we use the
PAL1 EOS instead of AP4.

The distributions ⇡(�e↵|M) for our four fiducial mod-
els are shown in Fig. 1. For reference, the shaded ver-
tical band indicates a plausible range of �e↵ expected
at merger for nine Galactic BNS systems listed in Ta-
ble I. The black dashed curve shows the low-spin prior

Model Spin orientation Magnetic field decay EOS
Standard aligned no AP4
Iso Spin isotropic no AP4
B Decay aligned yes, ⌧B = 170 Myr AP4
Diff EOS aligned no PAL1

TABLE II. Hyperparameter values of fiducial models.

used in the analysis of GW170817 [3]. We use the same
prior for our simulations presented in the next section.
We compute this prior by assuming a flat distribution in
(�0.05, 0.05) for �1 and �2, a uniform distribution for
cos ✓1 and cos ✓2 between �1 and 1, and a uniform distri-
bution for q between 0.125 and 1. The shape of the �e↵

prior is determined primarily by the first two assump-
tions with little dependency on the prior of q.
There are a number of interesting features worthy of

remark in Fig. 1. First, for all models except Iso Spin,
a significant fraction of BNS are characterized by rela-
tively large spins with �e↵ > 0.01: 25% for Standard

up to 45% in Diff EOS. These results are consistent
with Table I.
Second, we note that, for our four models, essentially

all of the BNS possess |�e↵| < 0.05. While this is consis-
tent with the low-spin prior usually used in GW param-
eter estimation, it is worth noting that: 1) our models
predict �e↵ > 0, except Iso Spin which is used as an al-
ternative. 2) Although quite unlikely, it is possible that
recycled NS have � > 0.05, with about 2% probability in
Standard to 6% probability in Diff EOS. 3) Negligible
spins are expected for nonrecycled NS.

Third, there are clear di↵erences between di↵erent
models. In the Standard model, �e↵ is found to be
between 0 and 0.04 with 99.7% probability. In the Iso

Spin model, the distribution is symmetric with respect
to zero spin and |�e↵ | . 0.02. Both B Decay and Diff

EOS predict generally higher values of �e↵ than Stan-

dard, extending the high end to 0.05. But they change
the shape of ⇡(�e↵) in a di↵erent way. For Diff EOS,
the larger NS radii allowed by PAL1 slightly pull the
distribution towards higher values. For B Decay, the
peak position gets shifted such that there is essentially
no support for �e↵ = 0. Although the di↵erences among
four models are subtle, they may be resolved with a suf-
ficiently large number of events as demonstrated in Sec.
IVA. In particular, the peak position of ⇡(�e↵) in B De-

cay depends on ⌧B . We show in Sec. IVB that ⌧B can
be constrained after hundreds of detections.

III. MEASUREMENT PRECISIONS OF

EFFECTIVE SPINS USING ADVANCED GW

DETECTORS

In order to compare the distributions of �e↵ to the
sensitivity of advanced detectors, we carry out Monte-
Carlo simulations. We assume the two-detector Ad-

� = S/M2 ' 0.5(f ms)

Most et al 2019 
East et al 2019



Nuclear equation of state: Many observations

• Joint distribution: mass, mass ratio, spin, tides

• Needed/valuable due to correlated measurement uncertainties


• Synthetic data example (APR4, narrow BNS masses,7 loud events)

• Same code can immediately exploit new constraints (EM BNS mergers, X-ray,…)
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Wysocki, ROS et al in prep
Wysocki, ROS et al 2018



Nuclear equation of state
• Other news:


• Models: Improved parameterizations/nonparametric, nuclear theory inputs, etc


• e.g., Essick 2018 (1811.12529), Reddy 2019, …


• Complementary data: 


• NICER (radius measurements from X-ray bursts) soon


• New NS with high mass (2.17+ 0.1) (PSR J0740+6620, Cromartie et al 2019)


• Modeling work:


• Debate on lower bound on tides set by large ejecta (Radice 2018-> Kiuchi et al 2019)


• Comparisons of EOS to GW observations:


• Updated analysis from LIGO pending, comparing different EOS
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http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019arXiv190406759C
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/cgi-bin/nph-data_query?bibcode=2019ApJ...876L..31K&db_key=AST&link_type=ABSTRACT


Beyond the mass distribution: Power of spin

• Misalignments trace key 
kinematic effects (kicks or 
dynamics)


• “Single spin” (e.g., unequal 
mass  or BH-NS binary): 

• Key misalignment is ~ conserved 

since past infinity.


• Easy to interpret for 
astrophysics


• Very many GW and precession 
cycles possible 

• Strong precession requires high 
mass ratio and BH spin


• “Two spin” (e.g., comparable 
mass): 

• both spins accessible
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FIG. 4: Angular momentum dominated versus spin-dominated
binaries: In terms of the mass and spin of the black hole, contours
of the ratio � = |�S|/|�L| evaluated at 40Hz. The bottom left re-
gion is angular-momentum dominated (|�L| ⇥ |�S|); the top right
region of large black hole mass and spin is strongly spin-dominated
(|�S| ⇥ |�L|). Contours show the ratio |�S|/|�L| � � = 1 (thick
curve), sin ⇥/4 = 1/

⌅
2, sin ⇥/6 = 1/2 and sin ⇥/8, evaluated

with a 1.4M⇥ NS companion, versus the black hole mass and spin
parameters mBH , ⇤BH . Above (below) the thick curve, BH-NS bi-
naries’ total angular momenta are spin (orbit) dominated in band. If
spin and orbital angular momenta are nearly antialigned, these bi-
naries have undergone transitional precession at lower frequencies,
typically not in band. Conversely, for orbital-angular-momentum-
dominated binaries (� < 1), transitional precession has not occurred
in the past at lower frequencies and may, if anti-aligned and � near
1, occur in band in the immediate future. Finally, below the bottom
curve, BH-NS binaries waveforms are modulated little by precession
in band.

and bounded above by

�max ⇥ sin�1 ⇥ . (8)

In the neighborhood of this extreme misalignment, at ⇤ = �⇥,
the opening angle is nearly stationary with spin-orbit mis-
alignment (i.e., d cos �/d⇤ ⌃ 0). In short, a distribution of
⇣L dominated binaries has two choices for spin-orbit misalig-
ment (i.e., two values of ⇤) consistent with each realized open-
ing angle. Additionally, because of the local maximum in �
as a function of ⇤, a randomly oriented distribution of spins
will have opening angles � that cluster near that maximum
(i.e., � ⌃ �max). To illustrate which regions are ⇣L and ⇣S
dominated, Figure 4 shows contours of constant ⇥, assuming
m2 = 1.4M⇥.

C. Regions of parameter space II: Steady precession and
geometry

Unless transitional precession happens in band, ground-
based gravitational-wave detectors are sensitive to emission
from a relatively well-defined epoch: the precession cone has
relatively constant opening angle [Fig. 1]. Quantitatively,
we define a reference frequency fpeak corresponding to the
frequency up to which half of the signal power has been ac-
cumulated. The specific reference frequency depends on the
noise curve adopted.5 For this paper, we adopt the fiducial
advanced LIGO noise curve with zero-detuned signal recy-
cling; see [41]). This includes a low-power mode for which
fpeak ⌃ 40 Hz and high-power for which fpeak ⌃ 60 Hz.
However, all planned noise curves we have examined have a
reference frequency in the neighborhood of which a constant
precession cone is a good approximation. Henceforth the ra-
tio ⇥ = |S1|/|L| and opening angle � between L̂ and Ĵ will
refer to quantities predicted at this frequency by the simple
precession expressions [Eqs. 4,3].6

Second, not only is the precession cone nearly fixed, but
as shown in Figure 2 at least a few complete precession cy-
cles occur between 20� 100 Hz, where most of the signal-to-
noise accumulates. For example, for an angular-momentum-
dominated binary (⇥ ⌅ 1), the number of precession cycles
for a single-spin binary can be approximated by the spin-
independent expression

NP ⌃
� �fmax

�fmin

dforb
dt

dforb
�p

=
5
96

(2 + 1.5
m2

m1
)[(M⌅fmin)�1 � (M⌅fmax)�1]

⇤ 27(1 + 0.75m2/m1)
M/10M⇥

(9)

with a comparable but spin-dependent number for an S-
dominated binary (⇥ ⇧ 1); see ACST Eqs. (45, 63) for
a general solution. As indicated by Figure 2, each preces-
sion cycle usually accumulates a comparable proportion of
detectable power (i.e., each pair of peaks is a similar order
of magnitude in area). More critically, the figure indicates
that at least one and often several precession cycles contribute
to the total signal to noise. With many precession cycles, a
gravitational-wave detector should be relatively insensitive to
the initial value of the precession phase.

For our purposes, then, the binary undergoes nearly steady
simple precession in band. The instantaneous beam pattern of

5 In the text we choose the reference frequency as the half-power point,
where

R
f�7/3/Sh(f)df reaches half of its total value. Alterna-

tively, the reference frequency can be set by maximizing d⇢/d ln f =
4f |h̃(f)|2/Sh, or even phenomenologically, in whatever manner is
needed for numerically-calculated amplitude and match to reproduce our
expressions. For the noise curves considered in this paper, all approaches
nearly agree.

6 For simplicity, we adopt the leading-order (Newtonian) expression for
r(f). Higher order corrections are small.


